
 

 
 

Trust for Governors Island Announces New Public Art Exhibition 
 

Experimental format includes a publication with artists projects, mobile phone 
technologies, intuitive mapping, free lending library and artist-designed 

marketing strategy 
 

“Visitors” is open June 20-September 27 
 
June 19, 2015. The Trust for Governors Island today announced the next projects that are a 
part of its public art program, Art CommissionsGI. The exhibition, entitled Visitors will feature 
the work of nine contemporary artists that will use multiple artistic platforms including 
performance, visual arts, interactive technology and written pieces to create experiences for 
Island visitors. Visitors opens on June 20.  
 
“Governors Island is a place unlike any other in New York City,” said Ronay Menschel, Chair of 
The Trust for Governors Island. “We are so pleased that Visitors will bring the dynamic works of 
more contemporary artists to Island visitors.”    
 
Art CommissionsGI invites artists to create unique site-specific, long term pieces for Governors 
Island’s park and public spaces.  
 
Visitors is curated by Tom Eccles the Executive Director of Bard College’s Center for Curatorial 
Studies and Ruba Katrib, curator of Long Island City’s SculptureCenter. Artists selected for the 
exhibition program created work that responds to the Island’s unique vantage point and location 
in the Harbor, as well as its relationship to the Statue of Liberty, its landmark and newly 
designed landscapes and its chapters of history.  Eccles and Katrib anticipate that the 2015 
series of artist projects will yield up to three fuller artist commissions for the Island’s 2016 
season.  
 
“Governors Island is the perfect place for site-specific art,” said Leslie Koch, president of The 
Trust for Governors Island. “Art CommissionsGI builds on the Island’s reputation as New York 
City’s shared space for art and play, where all kinds of artistic expression can be experienced and 
enjoyed.”   
 
Tom Eccles stated, “In developing the exhibition Ruba Katrib and I invited artists of different 
generations to engage with the out-of-this world character of the island, a free space that 
encourages fantasy and play.  The exhibition occupies the mental space of the visitors, how they 
experience the island more than presenting works in situ.  It’s an experiment in public art and 
its possibilities for generating new experiences.”   
 
Visitors is both an exhibition of public interventions and an artist publication available online 
on The Trust’s website and in hard copy for a nominal fee of $1 at various sites throughout the 
Island.  The artists’ publication provides a double-take on mapping the Island and the leisure 
activities that the journey anticipates with specially commissioned pages created by each of the 



nine selected artists.  It also guides an actual and imagined experience within the Island, with 
artist contributions that refer to onsite works, as well as those that only exist within the 
psychological spaces created within its pages.   

The artists in Visitors descend on Governors Island to create New York City inspired fictions. 
The historical site of the Island operates as a backdrop that emphasizes the imagined space of 
the City; it is a location that encourages fantasy and parody, a free space nestled in the harbor 
between Lower Manhattan and Red Hook, Brooklyn under the watchful gaze of the Statue of 
Liberty – a place of escape and the imaginary. The artists in Visitors consider this fact through 
absurdity, cheap tricks, and science fantasy narratives. Through their works, 
Governors Island becomes an alternate reality, one continuously shifting between its historical 
past as a military base, current use as a public park, and its potential future.   
 

Participating artists are: 

• Darren Bader has staged a professional photo shoot on the island, creating high-
fashion images that feature models in various poses suggestive of activity on the island, 
such as catching fish through their earrings, lounging in baths and beds with the iconic 
Statue of Liberty in the background, and digging up the sidewalk in a nod to the island as 
a place under construction. Only slightly awry, the images comprise a luxurious public 
campaign for ways to use the island. 

• Nina Beier has plastered the disused swimming pool with a stock photo, physically 
affixing one surreal image onto another that exists in reality.  

• Peter Fischli and David Weiss have sent a moon rock, “Kling Klong” that plays wind 
chimes, a kind of new-age accouterment to the historic landmark of Castle Williams.   

• Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster presents a comprehensive list of science fiction 
novels that will be made freely available to park visitors, offering ways to prepare for 
the future, suggesting Governors Island as a place of escape and refuge during an 
impending disaster.  

• Ajay Kurian has replaced the cups used by the vendors on the island with 
those carrying the logo of the Voluntary Human Extinction Movement; a group 
dedicated to fixing environmental issues through voluntary extinction of the human 
race. The cups carry the complexity of human-centric apocalyptic narratives, as well as 
beverages. Kurian also shows a series of sculptures comprised of children’s pools and 
containing alternate worlds inside.  

• Rachel Rose has created different maps that guide a passageway through the island, 
they are catered to your role within the scene, choose protagonist, sidekick or skeptic, 
just a few of the characters available. 

• Aki Sasamoto has created a photo essay around holes, and trying to fit in. 
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• Pilvi Takala has created Invisible Friend, based on her research on similar smart 
phone apps, which allow you to engage in a fictional relationship through a texting 
service.   

The space of the entire 172-acre island, with its park and public spaces, historic buildings and 
many activities, are considered within Visitors. Visitors blends in, incorporating itself within 
the leisurely activities and images already extant on the island. Unannounced guests, the works 
in Visitors offer a subtle push to consider the idiosyncrasies, mysteries, and fantasies provoked 
by time spent on Governors Island.  

Previously announced and on exhibit since 2014, works by the program’s inaugural artists, Mark 
Handforth and Susan Philipsz can also be enjoyed by visitors this season. Mark Handforth’s 
exhibition of four totem-like works that pop up within the Island’s landscapes is titled “Sidewalk 
Island.” Handforth’s pieces on view include “Yankee Hanger,” a giant, twisted coat hanger 
which greets visitors as they arrive from Yankee Pier, “Saffron Star,” a five-point saffron colored 
star set in new lawn bordering the early 19th century wall of  the Island’s South Battery, “Painted 
Phone,” a thirty feet tall bronze tree with lopped off limbs cradling a blue phone in the v-shape 
of its branches as if casually holding a cigar in its fingers, and “Weeping Hydrant”, a molten cast 
iron version of its real-life counterpart.  
 
In addition, Susan Philipsz’s piece, “Day is Done” is a large-scale instrumental ‘call and 
response’ sound installation that spans the new park at Liggett Terrace and the Island edges at 
Yankee Pier.  The work takes the four notes that make up the military bugle call Taps and 
separates them into two groups of four speakers. The work is played every day at 6pm. Setting 
the work against the evening is both a reminder that ‘day is done’ and that it’s time to leave, but 
also adds an element of melancholy to the work as it can be experienced both on the Island and 
from the ferry leaving the Island behind.  
 
The Trust also previously announced that Artists Rachel Whiteread has also been commissioned 
to create a permanent site-specific piece for Discovery Hill, one of four hills now rising just 
south of the new park spaces.  

Generous program support for Art CommissionsGI is provided by ArtPlace America, Helen D. 
Buchanan, Cashin Family Fund, Charina Endowment Fund, Citi Global Public Affairs, 
Consolidated Edison Company, Inc, Irene Diamond Fund, Dinan Family Foundation. J. 
Tomilson Hill, J.W. Keickhefer Foundation, Jill & Peter Kraus, Lynford Family Charitable Trust, 
Eugene Mercy, Jr., Ambrose Monell Foundation, Margaret T. Morris Foundation, National 
Endowment for the Arts, New York Community Trust, Ralph E. Odgen Foundation, Susan and 
Elihu Rose Foundation, Fiona and Eric Rudin, Samuel & May Rudin Family Foundation, Robert 
K. Steel Family Foundation, Jane Watkins, Roy J. Zuckerberg Family Foundation. 

These commissions are produced in collaboration with the Center for Curatorial Studies at Bard 
College.  Mark Handforth’s “Painted Phone” was made possible with the support of George 
Lindemann.  With thanks to Gavin Brown's Enterprise, Tanya Bonakdar Gallery and Luhring 
Augustine Gallery. 
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Governors Island is open seven days a week through September 27.  

About The Trust for Governors Island 
The Trust for Governors Island is the nonprofit corporation created by the City of New York that 
is responsible for the redevelopment and operation of 150 acres of Governors Island. The Trust's 
mission is to transform Governors Island into a vibrant resource for New York City, making this 
island at the center of New York Harbor a destination with extraordinary public open space, as 
well as educational, not-for-profit and commercial facilities. 
For more information, visit www.govisland.com. 
 
Contact: Elizabeth Rapuano/212.440.2205/erapuano@govisland.nyc.gov 
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